Ino Coin Platform rules:
1. When are projects fnanceed – every 6 months our team of experts, together
with our community, will decide which project has the highest potential of success and
return on investment in the future.
2. How is fnancing useed - 100% of the Ino Coin are delivered as soon as a project
is selected and approved, however the Ino Coin shall be used gradually over 18
months as per a detailed plan of how the idea will be brought to reality. The reasoning
for this is avoidance of the large market fuctuations, which would be caused by a sale
of all the Ino Coin funding at once by the leaders of the selected project. The Ino Coin
team reserves the right to end fnancing and reeuest a return of investment funds, if
there is a clear lack of progress in a given project.
3. How is fnancing eetermineed – Financing is determined 60% by Ino Coin
platform user votes and 40% by Ino Coin’s investment managers.
4. Who can voted – Each Ino Coin user can vote once per project for an unlimited
number of projects. Each vote is free of charge, however if abuse of the system is
detected all suspected accounts will be blocked until legitimate voting results are
restored.
5. What types of projects can be submittee to the platform for fnancingd –
Any innovative project, which can bring something new and revolutionary to a given
sector or industry is welcome for submission. As long as it is fully legal and has little to
no signifcant negative effects on society.
6. How is fnancing completeed – Startup projects are fnanced entirely in Ino Coin,
delivered to the projects designated crypto currency wallet.
7. Coneitions of fnancing Ino Projects – When a project is selected for funding,
representatives of the project will meet with the Ino Coin team and the conditions of
fnancing will be worked out.
8. How eoes Ino Coin beneftd – Ino Coin benefts from a project which has been
completed and successfully brought to market. Ino Coin’s share of the startup’s profts
is agreed upon with the leaders of each project at the beginning of the venture.
9. Ino Coin team’s involvement – The Ino Coin team will be actively involved in the
management of each project and all project decisions must be agreed upon with the
Ino Team.

